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CommandoTM Max by EJ
Is the New CommandoTM in Chief

Photography: High security is a bonus with the New CommandoTM max 1085mm x 765 mm

It doesn’t matter if you’ve already fallen into line behind the
Commando™, this inception ranks highly because of its
larger size and increased load rating up to Class C 150kN
to AS3996 (up from Class B). Your fire power has just
increased for jobs that require a heavier load rating.

With the new Commando™ Max, the same reinforced
construction technique has been adopted, but with even
more grunt so it attracts the Class C load rating. It is
prepped and ready to fit major precast component sizes,
with its upgraded cover size 1085mm x 765mm.

Like its smaller comrade, the big, new Commando™Max
is the cutting-edge solution for easy access to drainage
pits on highways, main roads and sub-divisions. Being set
up on footpaths for an off-roadway drainage pit, cleaning
and maintenance is made easy and more importantly,
completely safe.

All Commando™ covers also come fitted with only quality
stainless steel precision locks that can be opened with a
regular Australian Standard lifting key. The name and other
lettering is embossed not just stencil sprayed, so it lasts for
the life of the cover.

EJ has always had a larger back entry system, as they
manufacture a precast mold for both a single and twin
cover set-up. You can specify this 900x600 cover and
frame for a host of non-sealed pits such as cable joining,
telecoms, storm-water, irrigation, etc
In this case, the Class B classification has been achieved
by incorporating a system of reinforcement ribbing on
the cover’s underside and by molding solid composite
materials instead of the traditional coated plywoods that
can break down with moisture impregnation.
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And finally, to ensure public safety, and because they are
installed in high pedestrian traffic areas, our proprietary 4L
anti-slip nodules on the cover’s surface allows water to run
off quickly while providing a safe foothold.
For new installs Commando™ covers are supplied with hot
dip galvanised mild steel frames for either a kerb in-line or a
back-of-pit set up. The kerb in-line requires a heavier frame
at the front leading edge to accommodate vehicles which
may accidentally mount the kerb. For more information
about Commando™Max and all Commando™ covers,
please contact your nearest EJ branch or call 07 3216
5000.
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